Detection of narrow angles and established angle closure in Chinese residents of Singapore: potential screening tests.
To assess the performance of peripheral and central anterior chamber depth (ACD) measurements, and autorefraction, in identifying Chinese people with occludable drainage angles or established primary angle closure. Population-based cross-sectional analysis. Subjects aged 40 years and older were drawn from a representative sample of Chinese Singaporean residents. Limbal chamber depth (LCD) was estimated and central ACD was measured using optical pachymetry and ultrasound. An autorefraction was taken for all subjects. Angle width and the presence of peripheral anterior synechiae were determined by gonioscopy. Receiver operating characteristic curves were generated to show the performance of these tests in detecting occludable angles. A total of 1090 subjects were examined. The prevalence of occludable angles was 6.5%. LCD measurement performed best in detecting occludable angles (area under the curve [AUC] 0.904, 95% confidence interval [CI] 0.870, 0.937). Optical pachymetry and ultrasound measurement of ACD performed less well (AUC 0.859 and 0.810, respectively), and autorefraction performed poorly in detecting occludable angles (AUC 0.632). LCD also gave the best performance in detecting primary angle closure (AUC 0.782, 95% CI 0.727, 0.837). Limbal LCD estimation outperforms other methods of measuring ACD as a screening tool for the detection of occludable drainage angles in the Chinese population of Singapore.